
ANTARCTICA is arguably the last true wilderness left on 
Earth, and here’s a wonderful chance to join a very special 
trip. Mark joins Paul Goldstein and Chris Packham on this 
incredible expedition cruise to visit prime sites along the 
Antarctic Peninsula and in the nearby South Shetland 
Islands, during the southern summer. They will include as 
much wildlife viewing as possible, with loads of time ashore 
and plenty of opportunity to enjoy the breathtaking scenery.


HIGHLIGHTS  
• Travel on the exclusively chartered, extremely 

comfortable and safe, ice-strengthened polar 
adventure ship – the RCGS Resolute. This new 
vessel while boasting superb features and top of its 
class is still an adventure ship.


• Wonderfully varied Antarctic journey with superb 
wildlife watching in a spectacular setting of  
ice-choked waterways, glaciers, blue and white 
icebergs and rugged mountains.


• Spend considerably more time in Antarctica than 
most comparable trips.


• Enormous rookeries of gentoo, chinstrap and adélie 
penguins (lone emperor and macaroni penguins  
also possible). 


• Early December is an exciting time to be there 
because not only are there long hours of daylight, 
but the ice is probably at its most beautiful.


• Fabulous close encounters with Weddell, crabeater, 
leopard, southern elephant and Antarctic fur seals.


• Wide variety of cetaceans likely, including: 
humpback, Antarctic minke and killer whales.


• Wandering, royal, black-browed and other 
albatrosses accompanying the ship. 


• Exciting cruises in inflatable Zodiacs among 
towering, sculpted icebergs and breathtaking  
ice floes.


• Good-sized and very stable ship for comfortable sea 
crossings (ships that are too small take considerably 
longer and generally give a rougher ride).


• Spend maximum time ashore.

• Fabulous photographic and video opportunities, 

with special tuition and workshops.


Special Antarctica Photographic Charter   
with Mark Carwardine, Chris Packham & Paul Goldstein  

 
28 November-10 December 2018 [14 days from £8,799 per person] 

For more information and how to book click here

https://www.exodus.co.uk/antarctic-peninsula-holidays/polar-expeditions/special-antarctica-photographic-charter-paul?flights=excluded
https://www.exodus.co.uk/antarctic-peninsula-holidays/polar-expeditions/special-antarctica-photographic-charter-paul?flights=excluded

